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fewer men, farther down—with only a long ditch between them,
Rupert meant to attack the next morning, but instead was set
upon that very evening, when many of his men had left their
ranks—like himself, to cook their suppers, or, like Newcastle, to
enjoy a pipe of tobacco.
After a hard fight the royalists were badly defeated, losing
some 3,000 through casualties and about half as many more as
prisoners, together with guns and muskets that could ill be
spared. The number of victims was small in comparison with
the number engaged, but nevertheless the battle was decisive.
Rupert and his horse had been worsted by a cavalry superior
in discipline and leadership. Whereas his men had shown the
faults first exhibited at Edgehill, Cromwell had trained a body
of men capable of withstanding the chivalry of England.
The battle settled the hitherto fiercely contested question of
the mastery of the north, for, although a few fortresses held out
stubbornly, Newcastle and a considerable number of officers
abandoned the struggle and embarked for the Continent. Rupert
was made of sterner material and managed to rally 6,000 men,
but he had to leave York practically undefended, and the city
surrendered a fortnight later.
It is typical of the way in which the civil war was fought that
the three armies which had conquered at Marston Moor now
separated in order to pursue local objectives, with little reference
to general strategy. Leven and the Scots marched north to
besiege Newcastle; Sir Thomas Fairfax remained in Yorkshire,
where royalist centres like Pontefract and Scarborough held out
until July 1645; Manchester withdrew to the eastern counties
and, disgusted at the rapid spread of independency in his army,
did as little as possible until he reappeared as an unwilling
participant in the second battle of Newbury.
In the south Charles revived in a modified form his plan of
1643 for an attack on London. He meant to remain on the
defensive in the valley of the Thames and to push forward his
right wing so as to join the royalists in Sussex and Kent and thus
be able to threaten the capital from the south or at all events
straiten it for supplies. Forth and Hopton, with an army of
about 10,000 men, outgeneralled Waller, who had 1,000 or
so more, and seized Alresford in Hampshire. Bad discipline
and contempt for the enemy led the royalist cavalry, stationed
on a slope, to descend into the valley, where they fought under

